Yes, there are alternatives to violent struggles, tragic shootings, and hands-on force.

Her research quest started when she was seven years old and her grandmother got cancer.

When one WSU physicist throws a science soiree he doesn’t mess around.
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Ian Richardson discovered a universe of possibilities at Washington State University.

Here the doctoral student in materials science and engineering was inspired to partner with NASA scientists on rocket fuel research, paving the way for new deep space travel. He also headed a team of WSU students that won an international design contest with a plan to create a low-cost hydrogen fueling station for cars.

A bold approach? Definitely. But, after all, you've counted on us for creative solutions to the state's needs since 1890. And you always can.

125 YEARS, AND COUNTING.
Memories of light. Our brains are structured so smells conjure vivid memories. For me, though, a change in light evokes recollections as much as a scent. The clear and soft sunlight waking up the daffodils in spring. The doomsday orange haze over the Okanogan valley during last summer’s wildfires. The pearlescent moonlight and stars over Priest Lake on a camping trip. My anxiety when I saw police car lights behind me after I drove a little too fast near Tacoma. The red glow of the Bryan Hall clock as I walked past it a hundred times with friends.

These memories come into even greater contrast when considering how one in 20 people over age 65 lose their own valued memories to Alzheimer’s disease. As a Daily Telegraph columnist wrote about Iris Murdoch, whose impressive mental capacity fractured in a battle with Alzheimer’s: “Like all other sufferers, the intellectual light of the Dublin-born novelist and philosopher was extinguished bit by bit, until she became bewildered and unable to think, reason or even remember her literary triumphs.” It’s heartening to know a young biochemist and startup CEO, Leen Kawas ’11 PhD, strives to bring to market an astounding drug developed at WSU that could treat the neurodegenerative disease.

Light itself could even transform how neurosurgeons perform a brain procedure for not just Alzheimer’s, but also Parkinson’s disease, depression, and the treatment of pain. Thanks to research by WSU physicist Mark Kuzyk, an almost-unbelievable miniscule fiber, shaped and bent by light pulses, can target problems with less chance of damaging healthy areas of the brain. Kuzyk’s contribution in improving deep brain stimulation could potentially help thousands of patients undergoing the procedure.

Kuzyk and Kawas certainly offer some hope that people with Alzheimer’s disease might have a brighter future and retain their memories of spring.
TALKback

Traditions

Thank you for the article in your Fall 2015 issue about Stevens Hall and their tea cups. I lived there from 1968–1972. It was a great place to live and an interesting time of old traditions (passing an engagement ring around a circle of residents until it stopped at the engaged) to moving on to more modern ones (like allowing men to visit on the floors and rooms). Through it all we were the beautiful tea cups and wonderful friends, some of which I still keep in touch with after 43 years!

GAYLE HUNT ’72

Serving with distinction

As a WSU alumnus, I enjoyed the reference to the Foley Institute titled “The Lasting Impact of Tom Foley” in the Winter 15 Edition. Sen. Mark Schrock and I spoke to WSU students at the Institute in connection with the Washington Policy Center Young Professionals event held there on November 17, 2015. Former Speaker Foley was a fine man who served Eastern Washington with distinction. He leaves a lasting legacy through the Institute that WSU students will enjoy for many years.

GEORGE R. NETHERCUTT, JR ’67
Chairman, the George Nethercutt Foundation

Thank you, thank you

Thank you for the article “Still Searching for Amelia.” It was very special for me and my family, as we lived in Pearl City next to Ford Island. Father worked as an airplane mechanic on Luke Field starting in 1931. He helped service Amelia’s plane on Luke Field and after her crash [on the first circumnavigation attempt], he was charged with the packing and crating of the plane. He received a thank you letter from Amelia on April 28, 1937, for his work.

I believe your account is the truly correct adventure of her. Mili Atoll and captivity with the Japanese military was sad! I do remember that possible ending suggested years ago but without any facts like you have printed.

BOB SNIDER ’56, ’63 MA
Spokane

DEAR reader

Did a story inspire you or stir a memory? What’s your own story? Do you have a photo to share?
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Serious science—serious fun

Trip the light fantastic

When physicist Mark Kuzyk throws a science soiree he doesn’t mess around. Out come the lasers, high-tech origami, ornate wire sculptures, and sticky-stretchy gel that’s fun to throw at the wall. But it’s all for a greater purpose.

The Washington State University Regents professor is developing a shape-changing, laser-guided electrode for the treatment of pain, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s, and depression.

The ultra-thin electrode is designed for use in deep brain stimulation (DBS) and relies on optics and photomechanical materials to improve the precision and delicacy of the procedure. Sometimes known as the “brain pacemaker,” DBS holds promise for a wide range of conditions and may also speed recovery from brain injury, says Kuzyk.

Most surgically implantable electrodes are metal rods 3-2 mm thick, large enough to damage the brain during placement. They are also difficult to reposition. Kuzyk’s prototype electrode is a flexible polymer fiber only 100–200 microns wide with tiny embedded wires.

It will also contain photomechanical material capable of changing shape and direction in response to light signals. The slender fiber is gentle on brain tissue and its insertion can be monitored for real-time viewing by the surgeon. If the electrode veers off course during the procedure, a laser can be turned on causing the fiber to bend back to the desired location.

“There’s nothing in medicine quite like this,” says Kuzyk. “It’s a simple idea but very complex to implement.”

Andres Lozano of the University of Toronto Division of Neurosurgery is also taking part in the study and has been active in deep brain stimulation research for over 20 years.

In a letter to project funder National Science Foundation (NSF), Lozano writes that the ability to adjust an implanted electrode, without requiring a second surgery, would greatly enhance the benefits and decrease the side effects of DBS, potentially helping thousands of patients.

Kuzyk says introducing even one photomechanical filament to allow sideways motion of the electrode could make a major contribution to the field of brain research and therapy.

Kuzyk and his colleagues are now half way through the four-year project and recently demonstrated their science to high school students and teachers from the Los Angeles County High School for the Arts.

A natural showman, Kuzyk knows how to make science fun. But it’s his day-to-day work in the laboratory that advances the field of optics and provides practical applications for his discoveries. Those stretchy filaments, for example, could one day find use in such non-medical applications as stretchable electronics, shape-changing fabrics, and adaptive antennas.
DOZENS OF WITNESSES, INCLUDING A POLICE OFFICER, SAW WALTER MCMILLIAN AT A CHURCH FISH FRY WHEN A YOUNG WOMAN WAS KILLED IN NEARBY MONROEVILLE, ALABAMA IN 1986.

Police later arrested the self-employed African-American tree trimmer anyway. A nearly all-white jury convicted him and a judge sent him to death row. That’s where Bryan Stevenson, a Harvard-educated lawyer, met McMillian.

Stevenson, founder of the Equal Justice Initiative, battled a hostile criminal justice system to uncover improperly concealed evidence that led to McMillian’s exoneration in 1993.

But the frightening way McMillian was so quickly condemned raises broader questions about America’s criminal justice system, which incarcerates more people than any other country in the world. The population of U.S. jails and prisons has climbed from about 300,000 in 1972 to 2.3 million today. Racial minorities and the poor are disproportionately represented among the mass incarcerated.


The book, required reading for first-year WSU students and incorporated into various course curricula as this year’s common reading program selection, has sparked numerous discussions among students, faculty, and staff about the troubling inconsistencies.

“We have a system of justice in this country that treats you much better if you’re rich and guilty than if you’re poor and innocent.” — Author and civil rights lawyer Bryan Stevenson, during a December 1, 2015 lecture in Pullman

Some of the most spirited classroom discussions have been about those cases other than McMillian’s, Faunce notes. Students generally agreed that prison terms of some sort were appropriate, he explains, but many questioned whether the circumstances of the cases supported execution.

“One of the things you’d hear is, ‘If this person was wealthy and had a good lawyer (at the initial trial), this would have been handled differently,’” Faunce says.

That dichotomy, in fact, has been one of the more troubling realizations for students.

“What they’ve also really been struck by is the reluctance of the criminal justice system to make things right,” Faunce says. “Even when they’re presented, like in Walter McMillian’s case, with overwhelming evidence.”

*Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption*

BRYAN STEVENSON  
SPIEGEL & GRAU: 2014

Educating health sciences professionals. Engaged in life-changing research.

Washington State University offers a solid educational foundation for many healthcare professions as well as the advanced degrees needed to get you to your goals. Get the basics on the Pullman campus and go for the finish in Spokane, where you will learn from experienced faculty who welcome the evolutionary changes bright students can offer for improving our healthcare system. You can make a difference at WSU Spokane.
**Sweet solution to toxic waste**

A jar of foul-smelling clay sits on the cluttered workbench. “I’d better not open it,” says environmental engineer Richard Watts. He grabs a small jar filled with the liquid the color of a dirty mud puddle. “These are soil and groundwater samples from an industrial waste site in North Carolina.”

The repugnant samples arrived in comparatively pristine Pullman to be analyzed by Watts, who then advises the best ways to remedy them. In a row, one of these methods involves the use of sugar.

Watts, a pioneer in oxidizing systems for the detoxification of polluted soil and groundwater and a professor of civil and environmental engineering at Washington State University, has recently begun using glucose to help break down the worst of chemical pollutants.

The consequences of industrial pollution first hit home for America during the 1970s, says Watts. A series of environmental disasters—from the deadly dioxin spill at Times Beach, Missouri, to the toxic chemical dump in Love Canal, New York—shocked the nation. The media covered the events widely, and prompted the creation of the Superfund act in 1980, which gave the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) the authority to clean up hazardous waste sites.

“Oxidation is basically a destructive process,” he explains. “When you bleach your hair, you are destroying color molecules. Using OxiClean® in your laundry releases the dirt in your clothes.”

As it turned out, the powerful oxidizers in hydrogen peroxide could break down toxic waste faster and more completely than bacteria could. In short order, the EPA began funding Watts’s work.

Fast-forward 24 years, and ISCO has become one of the world’s standard methods for remediating industrial waste—used to clean up everything from small spills to massive federal Superfund sites. Today, Watts routinely provides chemical analyses and recommendations for engineers in the field.

But despite ISCO’s success, there were still a few kinks in the technology. Problems with the common oxidizing agents stymied engineers in the field.

One day puttering in the lab, he made a surprising discovery. “I thought, ‘Wow! Maybe this is a good way to activate it!’”

Further experiments proved it out and today sugar-activated persulfate holds promise as an enhanced tool for the disposal of toxic waste. “Glucose keeps the process working longer and more reliably, so it will give engineers a higher degree of control over the system,” he says.

As a young researcher in the mid-1980s, Watts was determined to find a faster method. Using his background in oxidative chemistry, he discovered that pumping concentrated hydrogen peroxide into the soil—along with iron to activate it—could release super-oxidizing molecules called free radicals.

“Activated persulfate can degrade almost all toxic organic chemicals in your laundry releases the dirt in your clothes.”

Persulfate holds promise as an enhanced tool for the disposal of toxic waste. “Glucose keeps the process working longer and more reliably, so it will give engineers a higher degree of control over the system,” he says.

Not a moment too soon. While many of the “easy” Superfund sites have been successfully cleared, Watts says the roughly thousand still scattered throughout the nation are some of the most difficult to remediate. Fifty-three are in Washington state alone where bygone smelters, lumber mills, agriculture, and manufacturing left a legacy of hazardous waste.

Today, those sites are being restored under the guidelines of Washington’s Model Toxics Control Act, enacted in 1989. Watts’s improved ISCO technology is a natural fit and could eventually aid cleanup efforts at locations such as Fairchild Air Force Base and Kaiser Aluminum Mordt Works in Spokane, Commencement Bay in Tacoma, Wysollen-Eagle Harbor on Bainbridge Island, and Bangor Naval Submarine Base in Silverdale.

As young researcher in the mid-1980s, Watts was determined to find a faster method. Using his background in oxidative chemistry, he discovered that pumping concentrated hydrogen peroxide into the soil—along with iron to activate it—could release super-oxidizing molecules called free radicals.

“Oxidation is basically a destructive process,” he explains. “When you bleach your hair, you are destroying color molecules. Using OxiClean® in your laundry releases the dirt in your clothes.”

As it turned out, the powerful oxidizers in hydrogen peroxide could break down toxic waste faster and more completely than bacteria could. In short order, the EPA began funding Watts’s work.

Fast-forward 24 years, and ISCO has become one of the world’s standard methods for remediating industrial waste—used to clean up everything from small spills to massive federal Superfund sites. Today, Watts routinely provides chemical analyses and recommendations for engineers in the field.

But despite ISCO’s success, there were still a few kinks in the technology. Problems with the common oxidizing agents stymied engineers in the field.

One day puttering in the lab, he made a surprising discovery. “I thought, ‘Wow! Maybe this is a good way to activate it!’”

Further experiments proved it out and today sugar-activated persulfate holds promise as an enhanced tool for the disposal of toxic waste. “Glucose keeps the process working longer and more reliably, so it will give engineers a higher degree of control over the system,” he says.

Not a moment too soon. While many of the “easy” Superfund sites have been successfully cleared, Watts says the roughly thousand still scattered throughout the nation are some of the most difficult to remediate. Fifty-three are in Washington state alone where bygone smelters, lumber mills, agriculture, and manufacturing left a legacy of hazardous waste.

Today, those sites are being restored under the guidelines of Washington’s Model Toxics Control Act, enacted in 1989. Watts’s improved ISCO technology is a natural fit and could eventually aid cleanup efforts at locations such as Fairchild Air Force Base and Kaiser Aluminum Mordt Works in Spokane, Commencement Bay in Tacoma, Wysollen-Eagle Harbor on Bainbridge Island, and Bangor Naval Submarine Base in Silverdale.

One day puttering in the lab, he made a surprising discovery: “I can’t remember why I put glucose in with persulfate,” Watts says, “but when I added it, it started bubbling and doing all kinds of crazy stuff. I thought, ‘Wow! Maybe this is a good way to activate it!’”

Further experiments proved it out and today sugar-activated persulfate holds promise as an enhanced tool for the disposal of toxic waste. “Glucose keeps the process working longer and more reliably, so it will give engineers a higher degree of control over the system,” he says.

Not a moment too soon. While many of the “easy” Superfund sites have been successfully cleared, Watts says the roughly thousand still scattered throughout the nation are some of the most difficult to remediate. Fifty-three are in Washington state alone where bygone smelters, lumber mills, agriculture, and manufacturing left a legacy of hazardous waste.

Today, those sites are being restored under the guidelines of Washington’s Model Toxics Control Act, enacted in 1989. Watts’s improved ISCO technology is a natural fit and could eventually aid cleanup efforts at locations such as Fairchild Air Force Base and Kaiser Aluminum Mordt Works in Spokane, Commencement Bay in Tacoma, Wysollen-Eagle Harbor on Bainbridge Island, and Bangor Naval Submarine Base in Silverdale.
Simple summer living
Vision and teamwork transformed a primitive Priest Lake resort into an unconventional academic retreat following WWII.

NO ROADS. NO ELECTRICITY. Just long summer days filled with fishing, huckleberry picking, and exploring the northern shores of remote Priest Lake in Idaho with family and friends.

It was 1948 and plans to develop a private retreat for Washington State College faculty and staff were taking shape at Beaver Creek, a primitive 5-acre resort accessible only by boat. The site, purchased by former WSC President Wilson Compton (1944-1951) and his wife Helen, already had eight small cabins. It was eventually subdivided into about 40 private lots selling for as little as $300 each.

“Beaver Creek was envisioned as a place where faculty and staff could escape the rigor while reconnecting with their families and fellow academics in a rustic, communal camping experience,” remarks Kris Runberg Smith ‘85 MA, a history professor at Lindenwood University in Saint Charles, Missouri, and co-author of a new book about Priest Lake’s history. “It came pretty close to falling apart.”

The Comptons paid $25,000 for the former Shady Rest resort at the head of Priest Lake. The Beaver Creek Camp Association was created to manage the site and the Comptons recovered their initial investment from the sale of the subdivided lots.

Compton initially looked at institutional options but was unenthusiastic in his bid to get at least a portion of the surplus Farragut Naval Training Station at nearby Lake Pend Oreille. He then turned his attention to the unconventional Beaver Creek plan.

“Beaver Creek was envisioned as a place where faculty and staff could escape the rigor while reconnecting with their families and fellow academics in a rustic, communal camping experience.”

The endeavor got off to a rocky start. Faculty and staff were slow to buy in, even with buyers able to pay in installments. Perhaps partly why the former Shady Rest resort was so appealing to the Comptons, who turned the originaltounder’s cabin into their summer home.

The remote location, however, posed logistical issues. It took nearly a full day to get there from Pullman, particularly in the early days when the final stretch had to be traversed by boat. Helen Compton had secured two surplus shops to house Navy boats known as “launches,” which ferried people and supplies to the isolated site.

“We only went up for a couple weeks at a time because it was strenuous,” recalls Susan Castleberry, whose father is Jim Short. “It was an all-day affair just to get there. I remember the boats were so noisy, just kind of a chug-chug-chug.”

Meanwhile, the lack of refrigeration meant families relied on canned foods and supplemented their meals with whatever they could forage from the nearby woods or fish from the lake. They had to learn to cook on wood stoves.

Helen Compton organized huckleberry-picking excursions and families shared reference books to help identify other edible vegetation native to the area. At night, they gathered around bonfires on the beach.

“WILD PLACE: A History of Priest Lake, Idaho (Washington State University Press, 2015), examines nearly a century of efforts to develop the remote region known for its rugged beauty and brutal winters.

The retreat at Beaver Creek represents a unique part of that growth, says Smith, who wrote Wild Place with Tom Vitale ’79. Although it struggled at times to find its identity, and eventually allowed buyers with minimal connections to WSU, the development grew to 30 cabins or more and continues to thrive as a summer destination.

“What’s unique about it, in terms of Priest Lake, is the notion of owning your land privately but making decisions as a group,” Smith says.

Indeed, little of Priest Lake’s waterfront is privately owned. Most belongs either to the U.S. Forest Service or the state of Idaho. That’s partly why the former Shady Rest resort was so appealing to the Comptons, who turned the original founder’s cabin into their summer home.

The retreat at Beaver Creek represents a unique part of that growth, says Smith, who wrote Wild Place with Tom Vitale ’79. Although it struggled at times to find its identity, and eventually allowed buyers with minimal connections to WSU, the development grew to 30 cabins or more and continues to thrive as a summer destination.

“What’s unique about it, in terms of Priest Lake, is the notion of owning your land privately but making decisions as a group,” Smith says.

There was this solitude there,” Susan Castleberry, currently serving as president of the Beaver Creek Camp Association, says. “I remember taking up boxes of books. We hiked a lot and we also read a lot.”

These days, Beaver Creek has grown well beyond its origins as a primitive hunting and fishing camp but has retained the rustic feeling of an isolated academic retreat.

Although there’s electricity and running water, the cabins generally are still the small, practical structures built by families with limited choices of material.

Also, while it’s now possible to reach Beaver Creek on a Forest Service road, it is maintained only in the fair-weather months. Signs warn visitors about bears.

Susan Castleberry says very little has changed. “We stand at our cabins and look across the lake and that’s when you realize it.”

The endeavor got off to a rocky start. Faculty and staff were slow to buy in, even with buyers able to pay in installments. Perhaps more significantly, differing ideas emerged over just how “communal” the camping experience should be.

“All of those tensions were playing out,” explains Kris Runberg Smith ’85 MA, a history professor at Lindenwood University in Saint Charles, Missouri, and co-author of a new book about Priest Lake’s history. “It came pretty close to falling apart.”

There was this solitude there,” Susan Castleberry, currently serving as president of the Beaver Creek Camp Association, says. “I remember taking up boxes of books. We hiked a lot and we also read a lot.”

These days, Beaver Creek has grown well beyond its origins as a primitive hunting and fishing camp but has retained the rustic feeling of an isolated academic retreat.

Although there’s electricity and running water, the cabins generally are still the small, practical structures built by families with limited choices of material.

Also, while it’s now possible to reach Beaver Creek on a Forest Service road, it is maintained only in the fair-weather months. Signs warn visitors about bears.

Susan Castleberry says very little has changed. “We stand at our cabins and look across the lake and that’s when you realize it.”*
Cuisine du campus

Tasteless, flavorless, spiceless? Not any more.

SAUTÉED SWISS CHARD, tender braised short rib, and Cougar Gold polenta. Tuscan grilled chicken with seasonal heirloom tomatoes, artichoke hearts, lentils, capers, and fennel herbs. Bacon seated Caesar salad with tomato jam toast and avocado Caesar dressing. These are dishes one would expect to find at a fine-dining restaurant, not a dining center at Washington State University.

Your memories of eating campus food, wherever you went to college, might consist of standing in long cafeteria lines where servers plucked their latest mystery food creation on your plate. It's a totally different and much better experience than many of us remember.

Not only do the dining centers look different with modern designs where you can watch your food being freshly prepared, but the food is of much better quality. In fact about 20 percent is locally grown. The availability of fresh ingredients grown by local farmers, most of them alumni, has inspired Dining Services’ team of chefs to unleash their creative talents.

WSU junior Maxx Waring expected an ordinary daily lunch visit to the Hillside Dining Center last spring when something new caught his attention. At the first serving counter, a dining center employee sliced a thick and juicy chunk of roasted pork. Waring couldn’t pass it up. Finding a table with his friend Julia of roasted pork. Waring couldn’t pass it up. Finding a table with his friend Julia and his crew were busy harvesting carrots, radishes, and garlic scapes on the WSU Eggert Family Organic Farm, 20 acres of land east of the main campus.

Inside one of the hoop houses, he knelt down to take a close look at the lush tomato plants bursting with yellow blooms. He recounted how those same plants got off to a rough start just a couple of months earlier. After April’s last killing frost, Jaeckel sensed the growing season would arrive early last year. Rolling the dice, he and his team planted tomatoes in the hoop houses several weeks ahead of schedule. “They almost died,” he says with a grin. “Now we’re taking bets on how quick we’ll get ripe tomatoes.

The Eggert Farm has provided food for Dining Services off and on for the past 12 years. With the farm located less than a mile away from central campus, Dining Services wants to increase the amount and variety of fresh produce it can purchase there.

Jaeckel says providing food to Dining Services fits well with the farm’s mission.

“Not only are we offering quality food for students to enjoy, we are providing them with educational and research opportunities.” During Dining Service’s Farm to Fork events and other times, Wilson and her fellow farmers conduct their own informal research on student attitudes toward locally grown food. What they are discovering is the majority of WSU students care about where their food comes from. Nearly all students surveyed said they prefer freshly grown fruits and vegetables over processed or canned goods. Many also want their meat and eggs to come from animals that have been humanely raised, some indicating they are willing to pay up to 20 percent more for it.

Wilson says there’s no doubt in her mind the demand for fresher food will continue to rise among students, and she is convinced WSU is primed to make a big splash in the area of food sustainability.

“With its land-grant heritage, state-of-the-art kitchens and great chefs, its food engineer-

GARLIC SCAPES FROM EGGERT FAMILY FARM; SUSHI AT THE HILLSIDE CAFÉ.
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Bar R Cellar Co. (an hour from Pullman)

They also see local food sources near WSU Pullman:

• WSU Eggert Family Organic Farm
• Omaeche Farm
• Allan Family Farm
• Wilson Banner Ranch in Clarkson

However, college students don’t eat enough fresh fruits and vegetables. Many don’t even eat one serving per day, far from the recommended five daily servings, according to a 2012 study from Oregon State University.

WSU Dining Services is working to change that. They earned third-party certification for commitment to serving nutritious and sustainable food and promoting customer well-being from Santea Per Eiści (Healthy Through Food).
The U.S. Surgeon General wants YOU to get off the couch and start moving. In the new Step It Up! program, Dr. Vivek Murthy urges walking or wheelchair rolling for all Americans. He’s not alone—the Centers for Disease Control tout walking as the closest thing to a wonder drug without any side effects, says April Davis. Davis’ “Walking is sustainable till the end of your days.”

Since Kenneth Cooper first popularized aerobic exercise in 1968, millions of Americans have taken up running, cycling, and other intrusive exercises as the way to achieve cardiovascular fitness and overall health. Walking can seem counterintuitive.

Yet from ancient times physicians have praised, and prescribed, the healing powers of more moderate exercise. It was only in the early 1900s with the advent of germ theory, praised, and prescribed, the healing powers of a single lifestyle coaching, detailed diet plan, and exercise routines that promote moderate activity level—walking—shields the body from injury. So, if people kicked back, a little bit, they could live it forever.”

A 15- to 20-minute walk can also provide emotional, psychological, and spiritual benefits, similar to meditation or prayer. For many people, the best ideas come to them either in the shower or on a solitary walk,” says Roberts. “These are often the only opportunities during the day for free association—making subconscious links and connections that might not occur while staring at a spreadsheet or computer monitor. And lunchtime walks with co-workers offer a chance to decompress and vent that helps preserve our sanity,” he adds.

Walking, especially in nature, is known to alleviate depression by raising endorphin levels, which leads to better sleep patterns and improved mood. Davis says. Studies show that exposure to natural light and environment allows the brain to recreate in preparation for renewed mental effort later. She says the effects are so tangible that many doctors have come full circle, once again picking up the pad and prescribing an age-old remedy: “Take a long walk and if you still need to... call me in the morning.”

The entire back wall flickers to life that’s the screen. “This museum uses those artifacts to tell the story of the Manhattan Project, the creation of the atomic bomb,” says Mays. “The culture of secrecy was tremendous. People knew they were involved in the war effort but they didn’t know what they were doing until the day the bomb was dropped.”

Daughters of Hanford

Sue Olson. Sue came to Richland in 1944 and worked throughout Hanford as an executive secretary. She also worked in the labs at Hanford, calculating the numbers from radioactive samples. Eventually, she landed a job working for the assistant general manager of Hanford, Wilfred “Bill” Johnson. “She says back then, “I was all business to win World War II. And afterward, during the Cold War it was that way too.” She had top-secret clearance and locked her filing cabinet each night before going home.

Olson’s story is part of the “Daughters of Hanford” multimedia project, in which radio correspondent Anna King ’90, photographer Kai-Hua Yau, and Washington State University artist Doug Call tell the stories of women involved with the Hanford nuclear site. In twelve radio pieces, complementary portraits, websites, and interactive exhibits, the project explores the perspectives of women in historic past and into the future—including politicians such as U.S. Sen. Patty Murray ’72, Hanford scientists, and environmental cleanup advocates.

As he speaks, the video sweeps across sagebrush desert and through the Hanford site, past old reactor buildings, and into a warehouse with long rows of shelves holding boxes and a plethora of objects ranging from control panels and warning signs to Coke bottles and 1940s bicycles for shuttling between Hanford and homes.

A tall man with long hair and a beard leads the way down the rows. The narrator says, “Tom Marcon, an archaeologist and cultural resources specialist for the U.S. Department of Energy, gathered historical material from Hanford since the early 1990s.”

“We collected objects from each period from 1943 to 1999,” says Marcon, pointing to different objects. “How you see different styles of hand and foot counters, another hallmark of working on the Hanford site to control radiation contamination on people. You had to go through the monitors to go into clean areas.”

As the video concludes, the students of 2035 return to the stories, created from some of the Hanford history project’s 3,000 photographs, 1,600 objects, videos, and oral histories from one of the most transformative periods in human history. the dawn of the nuclear age.

Hanford’s past

A VISION FROM THE FUTURE

BY LARRY CLARK

Floating, glowing letters greet a group of high school seniors as the doors slide open: “Welcome to the Hanford History Museum, Class of 2035.” Inside, some students check out relics from 95 years back, such as a long radiation detector nicknamed “Snooky,” lead-lined glove boxes for handling radioactive material, a soundproof phone booth with numbers still scrawled in pencil. Others read posters telling stories of people who worked on the Hanford site in World War II or the Cold War.

The entire back wall thrusters to life in a giant video, beginning with a wide view of the building at the entrance to the Manhattan Project National Historical Park in central Washington, with the Washington State University Tri-Cities campus in the background.

In 2015 and 2016, decades of Hanford’s formerly secret history—in documents, photographs, and objects—were moved to WSU Tri-Cities to be curated, archived, and preserved in collaboration with several partners,” says a narrator as images from Hanford’s past cover the screen. “This museum uses those artifacts to tell the story of the Manhattan Project, the creation of the atomic bomb, the Hanford site, the Cold War, the ongoing environmental cleanup of toxic waste, and the lingering health effects. Hanford represents one-third of the national historical park established in 2015, along with Los Alamos, New Mexico, and Oak Ridge, Tennessee.”

The video switches to a man standing by the nearby Columbia River, a crucial reason the government chose Hanford in 1943 for part of the atomic bomb’s assembly. A caption reads, “Michael Mays, director of the Hanford History Project and vice chancellor of academic affairs and English professor, WSU Tri-Cities.”

“The story of the building of the B Reactor itself is fascinating,” says Mays. “The culture of secrecy was tremendous. People knew they were involved in the war effort but they didn’t know what they were doing until the day the bomb was dropped.”

Stay tuned for the May issue when we explore walkable communities with Glen Duncan, professor in the Ellen S. Flood College of Medicine and chair of the Nutrition and Exercise Physiology program at WSU Spokane.
Steve Gleason made a name for himself on the football field but his most enduring contribution may be tackling ALS.

THE STATUE BUILT IN HIS HONOR OUTSIDE THE NEW ORLEANS SUPERDOME DEPICTS STEVE GLEASON ’00 ON THE GRIDIRON DOING WHAT HE DOES BEST: PUSHING HIMSELF HARDER AND, IN TURN, INSPIRING OTHERS.

That personal drive didn’t stop when Gleason left the National Football League in 2008. Nor when he was diagnosed in 2011 at the age of 34 with ALS, the terminal neuromuscular disease that has since left him immobile and reliant on eye-controlled technology to communicate.

Gleason, who helped take WSU to the Rose Bowl in 1997 and whose diving punt block for the New Orleans Saints in 2006 rallied the hurricane-ravaged city’s down-but-not-out spirit, confronted the diagnosis the way he deals with any challenge. He tackled it head on.

His foundation, known as Team Gleason, has raised millions for research and advocacy. He’s helped inspire technological innovations, including open-source research projects now underway at WSU into specialty tablet computers and wheelchairs controlled by eye movements.

And, last year his and his supporters managed to persuade a divided U.S. Congress to change Medicare rules to cover assistive communication technology for those battling degenerative neuromuscular diseases.

For a guy who’s no longer able to move on his own, Gleason still can’t be stopped.

“Steve has always set these high goals for himself,” says his mother, Gail Gleason, who serves as a senior learning services specialist for WSU Athletics. “He doesn’t expect others to do the same but he does invite them to follow along with him if they want. It’s not that he sets out to be a leader, it’s more that he’s a friend.”

Those friends have rallied around him. Team Gleason chapters throughout the country are helping host fundraisers and ALS awareness programs. A golf tournament in Spokane, for example, has drawn pro athletes and others from across the nation. But it’s Gleason, who also played baseball at WSU, who tends to get the biggest results.

“If anyone could have brought the kind of attention to ALS that’s been needed, it’s Steve,” she adds. “You never wish anything on anyone but with Steve you know he’ll find a way — because he always does.”

The past year alone marked some major milestones in Gleason’s advocacy.

The first came when President Barack Obama signed into law the Gleason Act, which covers assistive technology enabling those with neuromuscular diseases to communicate. The proposal won overwhelming support in both congressional chambers.

“Thousands of Americans living with degenerative diseases can have the peace-of-mind today that their voices will continue to be heard,” said U.S. Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers, who represents Eastern Washington and was a cosponsor of the Gleason Act.

Another came in the fall, when Johns Hopkins University, Cedars-Sinai Hospital in Los Angeles, and Massachusetts General Hospital announced an unprecedented ALS research project. Funded largely with $20 million from private donors, including the NFL and PGA Tour, the effort was inspired by Gleason’s Answer ALS Initiative.

His no-white-flags approach to ALS advocacy has, along the way, become an inspirational message for all to live life to the fullest.

That wasn’t lost on pioneering grunge band Pearl Jam, which performed a sold-out 2013 concert in Gleason’s hometown of Spokane. Lead man Eddie Vedder, a Team Gleason backer, introduced Gleason and his advocacy efforts to the crowd.

Gleason had chosen the concert set list but Pearl Jam had a surprise for him. As the audience chanted his name, Vedder described Gleason’s resilience and refusal to give up even in the face of overwhelming odds, then announced one more song.

It was the 1989 Tom Petty classic, “I Won’t Back Down.”
Green for all seasons

BY LARRY CLARK

The quirks of Pullman weather can make gardening tough. It was only a few years ago that it snowed in June. But in the greenhouses scattered around campus, researchers and students can keep growing and studying plants in adverse weather. Even visitors to campus can enjoy vegetables, holiday poinsettias, and flowers long before they’ll thrive on the Palouse.

The latest addition to the greenhouses on campus, a two-story building that resembles a glass apartment complex with glowing sodium lights, sits behind the Lewis Alumni Centre. The research facility allows scientists to raise up to three generations of wheat, barley, and other grains every year, says WSU plant growth facilities manager Dan Dreesmann.

“We can grow 365 days a year with these high-light crops,” he says. “The goal is to make it a more efficient operation.”

Even when winter snow or cold spring nights stress crops outdoors, the new Washington Grains Plant Growth Facility provides about 30 percent more space for grain breeding and experiments. The $15 million greenhouse—a project funded by the Washington Grain Commission, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and WSU—also adds a seed vault, a threshing room, lab space, spray chamber, storage for soil and other necessities, and visual magnification chambers to simulate cooler temperatures for the plants.

All of this is controlled by high-tech, wireless systems. The variable-speed fans above Dreesmann’s voice as he shows wheat variants from WSU’s vernalization chambers to simulate cooler temperatures for the plants.

“We grow quality,” says Holden. “If someone buys a hanging basket out of flowers from us, if they water and fertilize, I can guarantee it’s going to perform better than almost anything else they buy.”

Garlic Scape Pesto

1 cup garlic scapes, sliced crosswise (about 8–10 scapes)
1 cup raw sunflower seeds
1 cup extra virgin olive oil
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PREPARATION

Place the garlic scapes in a food processor and pulse for 30 seconds. Add the sunflower seeds and pulse for 15 seconds. Scrape down the sides of the bowl. Add the olive oil and process on high for 35 seconds. Add the Parmesan cheese and pulse until the ingredients are combined. Add the basil and lemon juice and process until the desired consistency. Add salt to taste and serve immediately. From NYT/Cooking
The call came into 9-1-1 from a Spokane YMCA last October: A middle-aged man was threatening to break the kneecaps of an eight-year-old, because he said the boy could “ruin my NBA career.”

Corporal Jordan Ferguson of the Spokane Police Department responded, fully aware of the suspect’s antagonistic and unpredictable behavior. Ferguson’s body camera footage shows what happened next.

In the lobby of the YMCA, an employee first describes the man’s erratic statements. Ferguson tracks the man to the gym, who then walks away yelling. Rather than restraining the man immediately, Ferguson asks him questions and listens carefully and calmly, taking his time as the man vented and eventually admits to attacking several women on the local Centennial Trail earlier that month. The encounter resolved without hands-on force, in part because Ferguson had studied crisis intervention and motivational interviewing. Both are designed to help mitigate the aggressiveness of someone with mental illness.

“We were ready that this might be a violent struggle or we’d have to use some physical force,” says Ferguson. “However, using the motivational interviewing not only calmed him down, but we had him agree to get psychological help and had him agree to let us put handcuffs on.”

Following high profile, tragic shootings and assaults by police around the country, demand has grown for new training methods and better ways to handle tense encounters. Police require better tools—like crisis intervention training—to de-escalate confrontations in the communities they serve, especially when they interact with people with mental illnesses or when there’s racial tension.

Ferguson and other Spokane police officers learned intervention skills from, among others, faculty at Washington State University Spokane, who in turn have begun to research the effectiveness of the training. Meanwhile at WSU Pullman, criminologist David Makin ’12 PhD studies how body cam footage and realistic, relevant scenarios can help train police officers to more effectively handle interactions in communities of color and interactions with those experiencing mental health crises.

The stakes are high. Dash cams, bodycams, and smartphones are spotlighting the use of force by police in ways society has never before seen. “We have to train officers that they have other tools,” says Makin. “A service revolver is not a compliance device.”

By Larry Clark
INTERVENTION
Outcomes don’t always work out positively. The complexity of what officers face each day can easily devolve into deadly force. Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) training was born from just such an encounter in 1988, with the fatal shooting of a man with a history of mental illness and substance abuse by a Memphis, Tennessee police officer.

“You can’t ensure a good outcome even when someone does everything right. You can do everything right and it still turns out as a tragedy. Other times you really screw it up and everything turns out well,” says Bryan Vila, a criminal justice professor at WSU Spokane and a veteran police officer.

To improve the odds, criminal justice researchers Vila and Stephen James ’15 PhD, along with Matthew Layton, a psychiatrist and clinical associate professor with the Elson S. Floyd College of Medicine, work with the Spokane Police Department (SPD) on intervention training. Vila and James examine the impact of such training on officer behavior in the WSU Spokane Simulated Hazardous Occupational Tasks Lab, which measures performance by police officers in simulated operational tasks such as distracted driving and deadly force. Vila and James also examine the effects stressors, such as fatigue, have on officer performance.

The vivid—so realistic it makes an onlooker’s heart race—deadly force simulator that Vila demonstrates, as he wields a laser-equipped pistol and faces down an armed criminal on video, punctuates the split-second decisions officers must make.

Fatal decisions in a very real situation brought CIT to the fore in Spokane. On March 18, 2006, police responded to an erroneous report that Otto Zehm, a 36-year-old mentally disabled janitor, had stolen money from an ATM. The officers beat Zehm with batons and shot him with Tasers, then bound his ankles to his wrists. Zehm lapsed into a coma and died two days later without ever regaining consciousness.

Following the death, which was eventually ruled a homicide, CIT came in 2012 as a result of a civil lawsuit by Zehm’s family, requiring 40 hours of training for the whole force. It had never been done on such a large scale in the United States, and offered not just a new technique for officers, but a research opportunity on the effectiveness of CIT.

The course, taught by mental health professionals like Layton, showed officers how to identify key symptoms of mental illness and had them practice de-escalation techniques. The goal is to get mentally ill or addicted people the help they need instead of incarceration. James took CIT to the next level, by analyzing what makes crisis situations difficult for first responders. While CIT has been proven to increase officer empathy and lower arrest rates of mentally ill people, little empirical validation has been made on how effective CIT can be. He and his wife Lois James’11 PhD, a criminologist with WSU’s nursing college, used concept mapping focus groups to measure the totality of police encounters.

After winnowing down important factors with the help of law enforcement and mental health professionals, the couple sent a survey to hundreds of law enforcement and mental health professionals across the country. They could then prioritize key elements for CIT, such as knowing the history of a suspect or the ability to read nonverbal cues of a person in crisis.

“Lois and I conducted that research and handed the results to Frontier Behavioral Health, Matt Layton, and Captain Keith Cummings from SPD. They took the results of our study and turned it into learning objectives for the Enhanced CIT program,” says James, who was aided in the analysis by a background in information technology. He did similar focus groups with minority members of the community. James points out that measurable outcomes lead to better accountability as well as direct application. “We give law enforcement a tremendous amount of power. They’re the only ones in our society who can legally use force to coerce someone to do what they want, without due process. We give them this power and rightfully hold them accountable, but we should only hold them accountable for what they can control.”

The study led to Enhanced CIT, an intensive 65 hours of training, in addition to their 40 hours of basic CIT, for officers who volunteered. ECIT is for the people who have the heart for this and want to go into these situations. We want them to have a special expertise, just like we have a SWAT team,” says Layton.

The first group finished ECIT in April, after training at a metaphone clinic with Layton, mental health clinics, Sacred Heart Medical Center’s triage unit, and Exceior Health for mentally ill kids.

Ferguson, Vila’s graduate student and a 16-year veteran of SPD, certified through the ECIT training. He describes one of the approaches with a humorous counter-example. “In the movie Airplane, there’s a lady that was screaming, and everyone kept shaking her and slapping her, telling her to calm down. That is so inherent, when somebody’s upset, you want to grab them and say ‘Calm down.’ Yet it’s the worst thing you can do. Using motivational interviewing makes them feel validated, and voice what’s going on inside them, so they calm down themselves.” James helped organize a conference held at WSU Spokane last July with the researchers, SPD, Spokane Fire Department, Veteran’s Administration, and mental health organizations to showcase the
coordinated efforts to serve people with mental illness. It drew police officers from all over the country and another conference is scheduled for July 2016.

Layton, who took part in the conference with James and Vila, says he has also learned from the experience. “I used to think in teaching I need to tell you what I know. Now I am much more collaborative. I can help officers understand that the bad guy might be acting bad for other reasons.”

Ferguson and other police officers see CIT as a valuable tool in their daily work, helping suicidal individuals and others in distress. He describes another encounter with a woman whose delusions caused her to believe she ruled Spokane and her father was John Lennon. Ferguson spent 15 minutes with her, not agreeing with her but not arguing either. Eventually she calmed down enough to let him get her help.

“If we could do this whole job without using force on anybody, that would be ideal,” he says. “I just don’t think that’s ever going to happen, but the amount of times we can reduce the use of force and get cooperation from people, not hurting them, makes a safer community.”

**BODY CAMS**

When officers do have to use force, body cams and other videos show it to the world. But accountability for police is just one way technology can help shape officer training.

“We often think the key thing with body cams is to hold the officer accountable,” says Makin, an assistant professor in WSU criminology and criminal justice department and Research Fellow at the Washington State Institute for Criminal Justice who has researched body cams and training. “But in many ways this is a phenomenal training device.”

Makin studies problem-based learning for cadets at police academies, a method to introduce realistic scenarios in training and build confidence in recruits as problem-solvers. Body cam footage would let trainers introduce real-world scenarios that reflect both good and bad ways to handle policing situations.

“So much of what an officer does is invisible policing. It never gets captured,” says Makin. “Body cams are going to be so beneficial. It’s going to give us glimpses into the officer’s world in a way we’ve never been able to obtain.”

Problem-based learning attempts to bring critical thinking skills to new officers, while also conveying the legal, defensive, and administrative knowledge they need to be cops. Makin writes that, while traditional training is adequate, it focuses on making police compliant senior-bureaucrats. Problem-based learning, with its emphasis on analyzing situations, could help officers become competent practitioners.

Body cam footage potentially could increase competency. A recent example from a training session by Makin shows how it might work.

After an interaction, the officer could see “it wasn’t my conduct by any means. But he goes back to the footage and says ‘You know, it really handled that inappropriately. I was maybe a little bit rude in dealing with these two young men. He corrects his own behavior.’”

Makin has worked with the Washington state police academy and several other agencies to improve training and help instill better techniques in new police officers. He also acts as a research partner in Idaho on mental health and criminal justice issues.

“He says body cams can also give communities a better total view of how police work with minority communities. Baltimore, Atlanta, and Ferguson, Missouri are going for body cams. These are both large and small agencies, and it can show the antagonistic nature of some encounters when we interact with certain groups. Before it was just from the officer’s perspective or the community’s perspective.”

Makin says even bystanders with smartphones can capture selectively, body cams that turn on when an officer responds to a call can show full interactions and results, negative and positive.

“We had dash cams but those were just for traffic stops,” says Makin. “Now we see what it means to be an officer. We have so many great officers and we haven’t been able to highlight that.”

Makin has a large study expected to be released this spring exploring the officer perspective and organizational factors contributing to a successful implementation of the device, which could lead to more training opportunities with that footage. However, he says body cams are not without problems.

“If officers know they are in a research study and have body cameras, they change their behavior. We haven’t been able to control for that,” says Makin.

He continues: “We do worry about unintended consequences as witnesses might not be so willing to talk. It takes the police interaction out of an informal to a formal relationship because of the camera.”

**THE NEW TRAINING**

Vila says the work at WSU can lead to more valid, empirically sound training, but it’s always understood by law enforcement.

“There are over 18,000 police agencies in the United States, each with their own standards for police training. They think ‘valid’ means we all agree. They don’t understand validity the way we do, which follows rules of evidence and science. We need to change that mindset,” he says.

The way is beginning to get some traction. James recently spoke to the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) about the CIT studies. He, Lois James, and Vila give about one or two presentations a month throughout North America, including Canada.

Stephen and Lois James are the successors to Vila’s lab. Vila says they are uniquely qualified to continue the work. “People who came up through the WSU criminal justice and criminology program get neuroscience, public health, and physiology. They’re not observers, but participants in their own training.”

Vila notes that Lois is doing much of the same investigative work in nursing, and recently was chosen to serve on the research advisory committee of the IACP because of her studies on race bias, sleep, and performance. It’s a high honor for a young academic.

Stephen James says the research work in criminal justice makes sense in WSU’s Spokane’s health sciences programs. “Criminal justice and public health go hand in hand. As one fails, the other one picks it up.”

The Jameses are also joined by Jacqueline van Wormer ’90, ’92 MA, ’10 PhD, an assistant professor who analyzes the efficacy of community courts versus traditional justice models. Together they hope to place policing and police training within the totalresponse of the community to people with mental illness.

All of the researchers point out that the most important aspect of police training for how it is applied on the street, and measuring whether or not it actually reduces shootings and assaults.

“The big secret is no one has ever measured the impact of deadly force training. The biggest killer of training an officer gets in the academy,” says Vila. “No one knows if there’s a connection between doing well in training and doing well in the real world.”

Makin agrees that law enforcement officers must feel that training—whether it’s a crisis intervention or problem-based learning— can work on the street.

“We send officers to diversity training. But if you think of an area that’s 50 percent Russian, and they’ve gone through that training that only talks about how you interact with a population that’s black or Latino, they say ‘This doesn’t work.’”

“Ultimately, they have to see how it’s effective, how they will become more efficient,” says Makin.

James would like to see new training come to basic law enforcement academies as well as continuing training for veteran officers. “Someone needs to sit down, take a deep breath, and look at all the changes in policing in the past 20 years. Look at everything that’s worked, if we can measure it. Look at the core skills of policing and what society wants out of police now,” he says.

Through crisis intervention techniques, realistic training scenarios based on body cam footage, and scientific analysis of training effectiveness, police officers can become even more competent and successful, especially working with diverse communities and people with mental illness.

It could help change perceptions of police as well. Sometimes, Vila says, “the general public believes what they see on television, police shooting guns out of people’s hands and other magical things that don’t work in the real world. That’s not how policing happens.”

A total of evidence, like Ferguson’s YMCa encounter, are showing the way. In the lab, Layton turns around his laptop and shows a news report from KSLY Spokane, aired on a Saturday during the Eastern COT.

An onlooker’s cellphone video shows police responding to a naked man on a residential street, rolling around and yelling incoherently. The officers didn’t restrain him, or draw weapons. Instead they kept him calm as he calmed down until an ambulance arrived. The people watching applauded as the man was loaded onto a gurney and taken to get the medical help he required, and not into the back of a police cruiser to be booked into jail. ```

**BEYOND JUST TRAINING**

Police training is just one piece of the complex scientific puzzle to measure law enforcement effectiveness, says Nancy Rodriguez Ph.D. MA, director of the National Institute of Justice (NIJ).

The NIJ is the research arm of the U.S. Department of Justice, and Rodriguez was appointed in October 2014 by President Barack Obama.

“This goes beyond just training,” she says. “In the past there was a focus on developmental research, or on technology. We need to understand the connections between different areas.”

Rodriguez’s deep expertise—from her doctoral research at WSU with Professor Loebich and later her professional career at Arizona State University—gives her both practical and academic insight. As an ASU criminal justice professor, she wrote prolifically about issues such as the intersection of race, ethnicity, crime, and policing.

“Just as importantly, she worked directly in courts and police agencies. Based on these experiences, Rodriguez says we need to use scientifically proven methods to identify which reforms can truly reduce crime and keep both communities and police officers safe.”

“When I took this position, Ferguson andimulator were just hitting the national spotlight,” she says. “Then we had the president’s task force on twenty-first century policing, which now has the blueprint for how we can improve police practices by using science to identify what works.”

As the Justice Department’s chief scientist, Rodriguez says she applies rigorous research methods to broad questions of crime and justice, bridge gaps between disciplines, and fairly translate the ideas into practice.
Leen Kawas is on a mission to cure the disease that took her grandmother’s life.

BY ALYSSA PATRICK ’13

A scientific discovery that could lead to treatments for Alzheimer’s and cancer drives biochemist and executive Leen Kawas. For her, it’s a personal and professional quest to develop that discovery into innovative, affordable drugs for the millions of people facing those diseases—a quest that started at seven years old, when her grandmother got cancer.

At 30, Kawas ’11 PhD is one of the young- est biotech CEOs in Seattle and, as a woman from Jordan, one of the most diverse. In her first year at the helm of M3 Biotechnology, her success could reverse the effects of neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s.

“There is a passion to solve a problem that is facing millions,” says Kawas. “I could have a job that makes more money, has normal hours, but this is where I should be right now.”

M3 Biotechnology was launched at Washington State University in 2011 by researchers Joe Harding and Jay Wright with support from WSU’s Office of Commercialization. The discoveries that led to M3’s lead drug candidate, MM-201, also have the potential to treat cancer. This is what brought Kawas from her Jordanian city of one million to small college town Pullman. Curing cancer has been her mission since she watched the disease take her grandmother’s life.

“She deteriorated quickly and stayed with us while she was in her terminal stage,” says Kawas. “As a child, seeing that leaves a significant message that someone needs to do something.”

Twenty-three years later, Kawas is well on her way to being that someone.

From pharmacist to researcher

The development of MM-201 began with basic research to better understand some of the most fundamental building blocks of life: growth factor proteins. For more than 20 years, Harding and Wright have been studying the biochemicals that control much of our human development, immune systems, personalities, and ability to learn. Since these proteins are involved in so many processes, irregularities in how they behave also result in some of our most devastating diseases, including cancer and neurodegenerative diseases.

“Effectively and selectively controlling growth factor function is one of the holy grails of medicine,” says Harding.

After three years as a pharmacist in her home country of Jordan, Kawas was itching to dig into that kind of challenge. While she valued the experience gained in the patient interaction and drug approval side of disease treatment, she wanted to take a more active role in research and development. She started applying to doctoral programs related to oncology drug development at prestigious universities in the United States.

Applying to a west coast school did not cross her mind until Abdelrahim Al-Hunaiti ’83 PhD, a former president and biochemistry professor at the University of Jordan, suggested the university that he had attended in a great Washington community. Upon looking into WSU herself, she found the kind of research she was looking for in Harding’s lab, and with just two hours before the deadline, submitted her application.

Seven months later, she traveled over 6,000 miles to Pullman to begin what she thought would be a lifelong career in academia.

Hidden business skills

When Kawas arrived at WSU in 2008, Harding and Wright had uncovered some of the mechanisms that make growth factor proteins function, allowing them to build small molecules that can either activate or inhibit the proteins. Activating a growth factor can halt degenerative processes in the brain, and inhibiting growth factors could stop the cell division and loss of cell adhesiveness that leads to cancer.

The drug candidate developed in Harding and Wright’s lab, MM-201, overcomes many of the barriers that have kept other treatments from becoming viable options. Most existing attempts to inhibit specific growth factor systems have a high likelihood of drug resistance, and cannot make it past the blood-brain barrier, resulting in costly or invasive treatment options. Existing attempts also lack specificity, meaning they are not as accurate in targeting the proteins they need to alter. The ability to activate growth factors with pharmaceuticals has been even less successful, and no Federal Drug Administration-approved drugs are available.

Harding and Wright’s discoveries led to a candidate that is inexpensive to manufacture, highly specific, and can reach the brain. The treatment will be offered in a pill form, as opposed to an injection or other more costly, invasive options. When Kawas joined the lab, MM-201 was showing promising results in animal testing. Recognizing the potential of this work, Harding and Wright collaborated with the WSU Office of Commercialization to protect the intellectual property, secure patents, and launch the startup that could take the treatment to the marketplace.

Kawas began helping with that process, making some of the final validations and conducting tests needed to fully develop MM-201. In addition to her impressive science and research skills—she completed her doctorate in a breathtaking three years with numerous publications—Harding be-
I saw a talent in her I haven’t seen in anyone else. She made the company a company.
— Joe Harding

Joe was the first person to tell me he saw me as an executive in pharma, and encouraged me towards leadership, rather than taking the traditional research path,” says Kawas.

Harding encouraged her to stay in Pullman and start developing those skills by continuing work on building M3. Inspired by the discoveries they were making, a strong friendship with Harding, and a new challenge, Kawas decided to stay even amid countless job and post-doctoral offers.

“Working with Joe made neuroscience fascinating,” she says. “He motivates a lot of people.”

In 2012, she became vice president of research for M3. While the drug development was going well, she became more interested in the business development side. She started teaching herself about the world of biotech and entrepreneurship, a trait she learned from her mother.

With degrees in literature, philosophy, and logic, and with no formal business training, Kawas’s mom ran the biggest hospital in Jordan—which Kawas calls the “Mayo Clinic” of the Middle East—and held many managerial positions at the University of Jordan.

“She was a very influential lady in Jordan and influenced my siblings and me a lot,” says Kawas. “I never felt limited, that there was anything I couldn’t do.”

Harding witnessed that mentality after months of watching Kawas teach herself anything the business needed to move forward. So he nominated her as CEO.

“I received quite a bit of pushback on the idea of placing a 27-year-old post-doc at the helm of the company,” Harding says. “But I saw a talent in her I haven’t seen in anyone else. She took over a year and a half ago, and she made the company a company.”

The Scientist CEO

Kawas’s first big decision as CEO was to move M3 to Seattle, increasing access to the capital and business consultants needed to move to the next stage. The process of getting a promising research discovery from the lab to the local pharmacist is long and arduous—especially for biotech companies. Investment is risky because clinical trials and Food and Drug Administration approvals take time, and failure rates are high. But despite being a newcomer to Seattle’s predominately white, male biotech community, Kawas quickly started making an impact.

“A scientist-CEO is unusual,” says one of M3’s consultants and Kawas’s mentor Mike Flynn. “Most CEOs are only as convincing as the science they memorize, and it is obvious Leen knows the science behind what she is talking about.”

Kawas’s colleagues also frequently credit her success as CEO to a confident and fiery spirit, which began popping up as a middle school student. Kawas attended an Amman school where girls were required to wear skirts, a rule she did not understand since she was allowed to wear pants outside of school.

“I told my mom one day I wanted to buy pants to wear instead, and she supported me,” says Kawas.

The principal quickly noticed Kawas’s new style, and told her she needed to wear a skirt. In response, she cut off all her hair and went unnoticed by the school’s leadership for a while. Other middle school girls started wearing pants as well, and then high school students. By the end of the year, the principal relented, giving girls an option between pants or a skirt.

“I respect and listen to experience,” says Kawas. “But sometimes you need to trust your own perspective to make change.”

That mindset is evident in the way Kawas navigates through a notoriously risky industry. In just a year and a half, she achieved investment and drug development milestones for M3 that can often take years. She secured significant partnerships with the Michael J. Fox Foundation and Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery Foundation. Pharmaceutical companies are already showing interest in licensing the drug once it gets through the approval process. Kawas and the M3 team are pursuing an FDA fast-track designation, which would allow them to design initial clinical trials that would expedite the whole approval process. Clinical trials could start as early as 2016.

On the business side, Kawas has kept M3’s expenses in check and is hitting milestones outlined for investors ahead of schedule, something that almost never happens.

“We call it the ‘Leen R&D’ model,” says Flynn.

Today, M3 is expanding, moving from a few offices at the University of Washington’s incubator to lab space recently acquired in the Amgen auction. The company has also grown to 15 full- and part-time employees, meeting one of their goals to create job opportunities in Washington. According to a recent article in Seattle Business magazine, success of M3 could mean even bigger economic impacts for Washington, as analysts predict the market for neurological disease treatments to be in the multi-billion dollar range.

As the M3 team moves MM-201 toward clinical trials, they also have eight issued and sixteen pending national and international patents for different families of compounds in the pipeline. Partnering with a pharmaceutical company on MM-201 will free up resources to begin working on other compounds.

Through the process, Kawas continues to work long days, dedicated to getting this life-changing treatment—and hopefully others—into the hands of the people who need them.

The company has also grown to 15 full- and part-time employees, meeting one of their goals to create job opportunities in Washington. According to a recent article in Seattle Business magazine, success of M3 could mean even bigger economic impacts for Washington, as analysts predict the market for neurological disease treatments to be in the multi-billion dollar range.

As the M3 team moves MM-201 toward clinical trials, they also have eight issued and sixteen pending national and international patents for different families of compounds in the pipeline. Partnering with a pharmaceutical company on MM-201 will free up resources to begin working on other compounds.

Through the process, Kawas continues to work long days, dedicated to getting this life-changing treatment—and hopefully others—into the hands of the people who need them.
Successful startups from WSU

Launching startup companies like M3 is one key way that public research universities contribute to economic development. In addition to introducing a product or service to the market that solves global challenges or meets consumer needs, these companies create new jobs. Graduate students in the lab of entrepreneurial professors are also often heavily involved in startups, giving them business and leadership experience that expands their job opportunities. WSU’s Office of Commercialization works with researchers to navigate through every part of the startup process, from initially disclosing information about the invention, to securing patents, to developing a business plan and finding funding.

A sample of successful startups:

**HEALTH SUM**

Researcher: John Wenz, DVM, MS  
Launched: 2014  
Problem: Veterinarians do not have a reliable way to track outcomes of the health management techniques used on dairy cows.

Solution: A health record database that imports and evaluates health data from existing dairy management software to determine efficiencies of health management.

This gives the veterinarian more information about the effectiveness of the compound being investigated/researched.

Impact: Veterinarians can use the evaluations to ensure consistent, effective health management.

**Microwave Assisted Thermal Sterilization (MATs) System and 915 Labs**

Researcher: Juming Tang, PhD, biological systems engineer  
Launched: 2014  
Problem: Traditional food processing methods do not have a precise way to measure how many chemicals are present, and to fluid process of getting that information accurately to payors.

Solution: A new sterilization method that eliminates pathogens faster while maintaining nutritional value and taste.

Impact: The process can save farmers money, allow more flexibility in picking, and guarantee fair pay for pickers.

By the Numbers: 2010-2014  
21 startups formed  
367 patents filed  
353 new inventions disclosed

A sample of successful WSU startups: magazine.wsu.edu/extra/startups

---

**FDA Drug Approval Process**

**PRE-ClinICAL**

Drug Developed  
Drug sponsor develops a new drug compound and seeks to have it approved by FDA for sale in the United States.

**CLINICAL**

IND Application  
The sponsor submits an Investigational New Drug (IND) application to FDA based on the results from initial testing that include the drug’s composition and manufacturing, and develops a plan for testing the drug on humans.

IND Review Phase I  
20-40 is the typical number of healthy volunteers used in this phase which emphasizes safety. The goal here is to determine what the drug’s most frequent side effects are and, often, how the drug is metabolized and excreted.

IND Review Phase II  
The typical number of patients used in this phase is in the 100s, which emphasizes effectiveness. The goal is to obtain preliminary data on whether the drug works in people who have a certain disease or condition. For controlled trials, patients receiving the drug are compared with similar patients receiving a different treatment—usually a placebo, or a different drug. Safety continues to be evaluated, and short-term side effects are studied.

IND Review Phase III  
1000s of patients are used in this phase. These studies gather more information about safety and effectiveness, different populations and different dosages, and uses of the drug in combination with other drugs.

NDA REVIEW

IND Review  
After a pre-meeting, the drug sponsor formally asks FDA to approve a drug for marketing in the United States by submitting a New Drug Application (NDA). An NDA includes all animal and human data and analyses of the data, as well as information about how the drug behaves in the body and how it is manufactured.

Application Review  
After an NDA is received, FDA has 60 days to decide whether to file it so it can be reviewed. If FDA files the NDA, the FDA review team is assigned to evaluate the sponsor’s research on the drug’s safety and effectiveness.

Drug Approval  
FDA reviewers will approve the application or issue a response. The Accelerated Approval program allows earlier approval of drugs that treat serious diseases and that fill an unmet medical need. The FDA’s Fast Track program reduces the time for FDA review of products that treat serious or life-threatening diseases and unmet medical needs. For more information on these programs visit magazine.wsu.edu/fda/industries.

POST-MARKET

Once FDA approves a drug, the post-marketing monitoring stage begins. The sponsor (typically the manufacturer) is required to submit periodic safety updates to FDA. FDA’s MedWatch voluntary system makes it easier for physicians and consumers to report adverse events. When new risks are uncovered, the risks are added to the drug’s labeling and the public is informed through letters, public health advisories, and other education. The use of the drug may be substantially limited. In rare cases, the drug will be withdrawn.

Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) has enabled the Food and Drug Administration to bring access to new drugs faster if the drug companies agree to pay fees that boost FDA resources and for the faster time frames for its review of new drug applications.
The Mott squad

Before broadcaster Robert Mott founded NPR, he helped bring Washington State’s communication education into the television era

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO COFOUNDER AND FORMER WASHINGTON STATE PROFESSOR ROBERT MOTT briefly appeared on a large projection screen before the video image froze and then disappeared. Again.

Mott waited patiently in his San Diego home as some of his former broadcast students, now in their 60s and 70s, double-checked the video chat settings from the Yakima conference room where they’d gathered. He wasn’t too worried.

Their bond, after all, had been forged in an era of technological innovation, though that was a half-century earlier when many problems could be fixed by simply adjusting an antenna or verifying a connection. Wireless routers, IP addresses, and dynamic host configuration protocol had yet to be invented.

“We’ve decided … that this technology of young people doesn’t work as well as reel-to-reel tape,” says Carl Highland ’62, drawing a long-distance chuckle from Mott and from the roomful of fellow graduates of the speech, radio, and television program, which would later become the Murrow College of Communication.

Mott, now 95, still commands almost legendary respect among former students, many of whom went on to help shape the Pacific Northwest’s television news industry as household names or network executives.

The former students—some call them “The Mott Squad”—were among the earliest graduates of one of the first communications programs to recognize the influencer television would have on broadcast news. They used periodic gatherings like the one in Yakima to reconnect, reminisce, and promote their mentor’s contributions.

“The Mott Squad” were among the earliest graduates of one of the first communications programs to recognize the influencer television would have on broadcast news. They use periodic gatherings like the one in Yakima to reconnect, reminisce, and promote their mentor’s contributions.

“Every special opportunity … to not only participate in the changes but to be leaders,” says Gary Justice ’65, who was a longtime reporter and anchor with KING-TV in Seattle.

He and others point to Mott’s insistence that while broadcasters should fully understand the technology they use, the greatest focus should remain on journalism’s fundamentals.

A World War II paratrooper who survived Europe’s bloody Battle of the Bulge, Mott left the newly-formed Public Broadcasting Service network. He later joined NPR and also served in various capacities with the Public Service Satellite Consortium.

Over the past few years, Mott’s students have sought to highlight his WSU accomplishments and bring greater attention to his mentor’s influence in the Pacific Northwest.

Bob McConnell ’62 created a scholarship in Mott’s honor and several students gather periodically to reconnect and get updates on the program’s progress.

That’s why so many were in Yakima one weekend in October, lining up for a chance to visit again with “the colonel,” even if only by video.

“You were the gold standard by all accounts,” Tom Hunt ’64 tells him, taking his turn at the front of the room to visit with Mott. “I’m not so sure about that,” Mott replies, turning the video conversation with the former students around by thanking them for taking their education into the emerging TV era and laying a solid foundation for its growth.

“The students are my legacy,” Mott tells them. “You are my legacy.”

At Washington State, he primarily taught broadcast journalism courses and for nine years produced a weekly “Science in the News” radio program that was carried by more than 50 stations and the Voice of America network.

Following the war, Mott continued to serve as an Army Reserve officer and carried into the classroom an expectation of discipline and attention to detail that his students believe helped them build good work habits.

“He told me to clean my desk and keep it clean,” recalls John Sandifer ’63, whose broadcast journalism career included lengthy stints at KOMO and KING in Seattle. “I just said, ‘Yes, colonel.’ He insisted that the only thing you have on your desk is what you are working on right now.”

Several of Sandifer’s colleagues nod in agreement. The former students say they pushed themselves to live up to Mott’s expectations. “The one thing you didn’t want to do was disappoint ‘the colonel,’” explains Bob Brunkow ’58.

Mott left WSU in 1968 to become executive director of National Educational Radio in Washington, D.C., and it was during that time he helped develop NPR. He later joined the newly-formed Public Broadcasting Service and also served in various capacities with the Public Service Satellite Consortium.
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A veterinarian to the corps

He was the old guy in airborne training at Fort Benning, Georgia, a U.S. Army veterinarian holding his own with soldiers half his age, preparing to leap from a plane.

JOHN L. POPPE ’86 DVM had parachuted recreationally back in his Pullman days but was taking command of a special airborne veterinary unit in 2001 and wanted to jump ready.

"Two-determined-to-do-it," recalls Poppe, now a brigadier general and chief of the U.S. Army’s multifaceted Veterinary Corps. He was a 42-year-old lieutenant colonel back in jump school and his commitment to readiness was on an academic exercise. Two years later, his team of airborne veterinarians was deployed as part of Operation Iraqi Freedom.

"A lot of what we do is keep the military dogs healthy," explains Poppe. "But that’s just part of it. There’s food safety, working with live-stock and procurement, and disease detection."

Poppe’s knack for embracing challenges has served him well for nearly three decades as he climbed the military ranks, including a demanding year-and-a-half stint at the Pentagon. In addition to the Middle East and multiple postings throughout the United States, Poppe has been sent to Korea, Turkey, and the Caribbean island nation of Grenada.

His national leadership and global accomplishments also has earned him the 2015 Regents’ Distinguished Alumnus Award, the highest alumni honor bestowed by Washington State University.

Poppe, who also served as the army’s assistant surgeon general and is the first veterinary to become the U.S. Army Medical Command’s deputy chief of staff for public health, was honored last October during a reception on the Pullman campus.

Now nearing retirement, he still has a youthful demeanor, a quick wit, and the tempered resolve of a general with Pentagon experience and command of a crucial piece of the Defense Department’s infrastructure.

Raised on a dairy farm near Mount Vernon, Poppe earned a bachelor’s degree in animal sciences in 1981 from WSU before graduating cum laude from the College of Veterinary Medicine.

He worked in a small-animal practice in Seattle before joining the army in 1987 for what he figured would be a quick term. "I thought I’d do this for three years and then get my real job," Poppe says with a laugh.

Instead, he discovered the reach of the Army Veterinary Corps.

In addition to the health of all military animals, the Veterinary Corps is responsible for overall food safety, disease detection, and some Defense Department research. In fact, it serves as one of the world’s largest food protection programs, overseeing about 2,000 approved procurement sources in more than 80 countries, and is widely credited with the U.S. military’s low rate of foodborne illnesses.

His wife, Denise Richey Poppe ’86, pushed him to stick with it as the end of his first three-year tour drew near. Despite the 18 relocations over a 28-year career, both are glad he did.

Veterinarians, after all, are considered key to the U.S. military’s overall health and preparedness. The Veterinary Corps was formed because of the nineteenth-century reliance on livestock for transportation. But their academic training in microbiology, epidemiology, and pathology gave the military a cadre of health science professionals whose roles could be adapted to evolving needs, including research into vaccines, antimicrobials, and anthelmintics.

Today, the army is the largest provider of veterinary science scholarships nationwide and is the single-largest employer of WSU veterinary medicine graduates.

Although he now makes his home in San Antonio, Texas, Poppe hasn’t forgotten his Pacific Northwest roots. He has returned to Pullman at least once a year over the past decade as a guest speaker on international veterinary science.

As he looks back over nearly three decades spent in the army, Poppe recalls fondly the varied demands of overseas deployments, in particular.

“There were times when I wished I’d been more attentive in school when we were learning about things like chickens,” he says with a matter-of-fact chuckle. “I’d grown up on a dairy farm and in school thought that’s what I’d be doing.”

It reminds him of what he tells other aspiring veterinarians who seek his advice.

“Make sure you don’t get too focused,” Poppe says. “Do a lot of things because you don’t know where life is going to take you.”

Brigadier General John L. Poppe ’86 DVM

The U.S. Army Veterinary Corps cares for more than 4,000 military working dogs as well as Navy marine animals, military mascots, commercial and working horses, installation wildlife, and the privately owned pets of service members.

WSU has a long history of supplying outstanding army veterinarians, including Capt. Clayton Mickelson ’39, the most decorated military veterinarian; and Lt. Thais deTienne ’38, the first female Veterinary Corps officer.
Trout Culture: How Fly Fishing Forever Changed the Rocky Mountain West

JEN CORRINNE BROWN ’12 PHD
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS: 2015

With help from Hollywood and even popular beer labels, the Rocky Mountain region of the American West enjoys an iconic reputation for wild and natural fly fishing. It’s where rugged individuals reconnect with nature through timeless traditions.

Missing from the customary narrative are the generations of human intervention, environmental manipulation, and social transformation.

Brown, who earned a history doctorate from WSU in 2012, calls it the biggest fish story ever told.

In reality, the (exceptional and often overlooked) trout fisheries of the West are neither natural nor natural, but now exist because of drastic environmental manipulation, and social and political intervention. By the early twentieth century, western hatchery systems were churning out millions of rainbow, cutthroat, and other non-native trout species favored by sportsmen. By the mid-twentieth century, the emerging trout fisheries of the West are neither wild nor natural, but now exist because of drastic environmental manipulation, and social and political intervention.

“Fly fishing is often portrayed as an escape from modernity and an investment in a more ‘natural’ form of life. The history of American fly fishing actually has more to do with the industrialization of nature than it does with preserving it,” Brown says. “The American West is a sunburnt panorama of nature, history, culture, and politics.”

Brown traces fly fishing back to its European roots and the emerging trout fishery. By the mid-twentieth century, western hatchery systems were churning out millions of non-native rainbow, cutthroat, and other non-native trout species favored by sportsmen. By the mid-twentieth century, the emerging trout fisheries of the West are neither wild nor natural, but now exist because of drastic environmental manipulation, and social and political intervention.
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Still Cougs after all these years
Golden and Diamond grads back in Pullman

WSU may have transformed a lot since 1955, or even 1965, but the camaraderie of graduates from those years hadn’t changed a bit. One of the largest groups of golden and diamond alumni in years gathered late last October at the Lewis Alumni Centre, where they joined three old-timers from 50 or more years ago. Gerry Danquist ’65 thought it was good to see so many fellow Pharmacy students.

“We have about half the class of 26 pharmacy graduates here,” says Danquist. He traveled from Indianapolis, where he retired after getting his MBA from Harvard Business School and working 34 years at Eli Lilly. “I have several pharmacy students I hadn’t seen since graduation. We all spread out and went our own way.”

Danquist was joined by fellow 1965 pharmacy grads Jim Els, Jim Fulton, Bob Redmond, John Oftebro, and others. They toured the pharmacy school at WSU, Spokane, one of their highlights before the Pullman events.

Graduates of all colleges kept a packed schedule for their three days on campus. In addition to the Friday night reception, they took a campus tour, attended a presentation by RotC to honor veterans, listened to a concert by a WSU music student, received an update on the medical school, and met with interim President Dan Bernardo for a state of the University address.

The alumni capped off the weekend with a tailgate party and a WSU football game on Saturday night.

For several of the events, including a tour of the new football building, the ’55 and ’65 grads mingled with younger alumni. The graduates at the reception were unanimous in their praise of the reunion.

“From the welcoming event, to the caravans to get us around, to the accommodations, everything has been first class—which is what you’d expect from WSU,” says Oftebro.

Each year the Alumni Association hosts matrons, not only for 50- and 60-year graduates, but for all alumni. To learn more about campus gatherings organized by the Alumni Association, visit alumni.wsu.edu or call 1-800-258-6978.

You can also learn about joining the more than 30,000 other Cougs in the WSU Alumni Association.
Before she became a bank executive, philanthropist, and civic leader, PHYLLIS CAMPBELL ’73 felt the powerful impact of a benevolent act.

Former WSU Regent Campbell was trying to raise money to attend Washington State University, when a check for $2,500 arrived from a WSU scholarship fund aimed at low-income students: “The thing that left the impression was this person who gave back, who paid it forward,” she recalls. “I know the power of a check, the power of somebody’s message, somebody paying attention.” She once told a reporter.

Now Campbell is receiving recognition for giving back to others. Her story is one of the Seattle-King County First Citizen Award for 2016. She is only the fifth woman to be singled out for the prestigious award, which has been presented annually since 1939.

Campbell began her banking career in 1973 upon graduation from WSU when Old National Bank in Spokane hired her as a management trainee. She became the first woman to lead one of Washington’s larger banks when she was named president and CEO of US Bank of Washington in the early 1990s. Campbell now heads up the Pacific Northwest division for JPMorgan Chase & Co.

She served as a WSU regent from 1991-2003. Campbell has also sat on many boards of both for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, and eventually headed up The Seattle Foundation under whose leadership as president and CEO for six years, the state’s largest community foundation doubled its charitable assets, to $600 million.

In addition to numerous other honors, Campbell received WSU’s highest honor, the Regents’ Distinguished Alumni Award, in 2015. Campbell succeeds current WSU Regent and CEO of Chateau St. Michelle Wine Estates Ted Baseler ’76, who was honored with the First Citizen award in 2015.

Read more about Campbell’s philanthropic work at magazine.wsu.edu/campbell.

STURGIS (’92 Bus.) as a partner in the firm’s Portland office. Sturigs provides financial and operational audit services to clients in the financial services industry, specializing in credit unions.

JEFF EVANS (’00 Comm.), who has been in education for over 20 years, has served in several positions at the professional and collegiate levels for over fifteen years, including the last nine with the Seattle Mariners, has been named sports information director at Western Washington University. Will Hughes (’03 Law) has also been named Sports Information Director for Mount Mercy University.

Jeff Evans (’00 Comm.), recently hired for his work at Mason County Public Utility District No. 1, will be joined by the Emerging Leader award in October for his impact on the society and the engineering community.

Garment finishing equipment manufacturer Colmar Industries recently welcomed REG Davenport (’01 Mech. Eng.) to their engineering department. He has a professional engineering license for Washington state and brings work experience in design, quality engineering, construction research and development, control integration, and structural engineering.

The Louisville, Kentucky Convention & Visitors Bureau promotes ProSovatta Mattas (’02 HBM) to senior sales manager in the convention development department. Mattas has 21 years of hotel management experience, with nearly 10 of those in European hotels.

The book is written to assist trekkers, guidebook readers, and travelers to plan their trips and to make the most of their experience in the region. The book provides essential information on the history, culture, and contemporary issues of the region. It is available at online and offline retailers, and it is also available for download as an e-book. The book has received positive reviews from readers and critics alike, who have praised its detailed and comprehensive approach to covering the region.

The book is available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and other online retailers. It is also available as a digital e-book on Apple Books, Google Play Books, and other e-reader platforms.

More than 12 years of experience in pharmacy operations. Tammy Thuekering (’03 Comm.) joined C-Span in May as a politics and video journalist covering the 2016 presidential campaign. She continues to work as a weekend White House reporter for Bloomberg News.
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MARY JEAN CRAIG ‘68 couldn’t wait to join 4-H. Her mother and a friend started a pre-4-H club that interested her, and Craig squeezed into the local fair with a sewing project. After 60 years of involvement in the organization, she knows it was worth it.

Craig, who lives in Moscow, Idaho, was inducted into the NATIONAL 4-H HALL OF FAME for National 4-H Congress, National 4-H Conference, and Citizenship Washington Focus. To help preserve the history of the organization, she created an electronic database of Idaho participants in state, regional, and national events. She was instrumental in the creation of the National 4-H Hall of Fame and is still an active member on that committee.

Recognizing the success of the national version, Craig also helped serve on the planning committees for National 4-H Congress, National 4-H Conference, and Citizenship Student Body Officers.” It was so heartwarming to see how these kids developed confidence, and build leadership skills. “It was so heartwarming to see how these kids developed confidence, and then become 4-H leaders and student body officers.”

On the national level, Craig served on the planning committees for National 4-H Congress, National 4-H Conference, and Citizenship Student Body Officers.” It was so heartwarming to see how these kids developed confidence, and then become 4-H leaders and student body officers.”

COURTESY NATIONAL 4-H COUNCIL

MARGARET L. MILLER (‘47 Ag.), 92, October 13, 2015, Pullman.
MAY W. CORLISS (‘46 Bus.), 76, October 25, 2015, Deer Park.
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ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Online Master’s Degree and Certificate Program

Master’s Degree
• Engineering and Technology Management
• Construction Management Option
Graduate Certificates
• Project Management
• Constraints Management
• Supply Chain
• Six Sigma
• Manufacturing Leadership, more

GO.wsu.edu/ETM16 509-335-0125 • etm@wsu.edu
Memorial


IN MEMORIAM


JOHN WHITAKER (’73 Law), 75, June 19, 2015, Pullman.


KARIMI (’90 PhD, ’94 PhD Geol.), 61, August 31, 2015, Seattle.

KEN G. SEDGLEY (’83 Emc), 75, August 20, 2015, Spokane.

DAVID JOSEPH (’90 PhD, ’94 PhD Geol.), 61, August 31, 2015, Seattle.
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Cougar-owned landscape architecture and design firm Land Expressions in Spokane won a top national award in December for work on Spokane’s Huntington Park and the Spokane Tribal Gathering Place.

This project won over much larger design-build projects from all over the country. The Grand Award from the National Association of Landscape Professionals (NALP) “is the biggest award we can receive in our industry,” says DAVE NELSON ’83, president and owner of the company.

The Land Expressions team—which includes senior landscape architect Clayton Varick ’00 and landscape architects Nicholas Hamad ’10 and Fernando Camargo ’10—had a very good year in 2015. They won the Merit Award for Pyrotek Headquarters in downtown Spokane, also from the NALP. They received three local awards: the Spokane Mayor’s Award for urban design for Spokane’s Tribal Gathering Place, and “Best of” awards from both Spokane CDA Living magazine and Inland Business Catalyst Magazine.

Early in the year Land Expressions won the commission to design and build a new Veterans Memorial, “Illuminating Courage,” which was publicly dedicated this past Veterans Day.

Opened by Nelson in 1987, Land Expressions designs and builds outdoor living and entertainment spaces for homeowners, commercial building owners, developers, and for public spaces like parks.

Nelson has worked in the industry for over 30 years throughout the United States and Japan. Outside of his landscape work, Nelson loves to play basketball, and has played in Spokane’s Hoopfest since its first year in 1980.
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TIDAL LEADERSHIP CERTIFICATE

**BE A CATALYST FOR CHANGE**

“TIDAL LEADERSHIP” completely changed my view of leadership and the characteristics that make great leaders. It gave me tools to look at my own actions and behavior clearly, to assess my abilities as a leader, and to pull thoughts into actions that reflect my core values.”

~Todd Murray
ANR Program Director
CATHRED

Tidal Leadership training will help you:

- Explore your own leadership philosophy and career path.
- Develop self-awareness and self-management skills required for effective working relationships.
- Acquire strategies for navigating challenges and improving results.
- Embody life skills to expand your effectiveness as a leader.

16-week online format!
Phone: 509-335-2243
Online: tidal.wsu.edu

PRESENTED THROUGH THE WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

Center for Transformational Learning and Leadership
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SAVE THE DATE! NOVEMBER 4-5 2016
WSU College of Pharmacy 125th Anniversary Gala
pharmacy.wsu.edu/125

---

Take the Leap & Make a Difference

2/29-3/1

Beginning Leap Day 2016, join Cougs everywhere for 48 hours of giving to raise $400,000 in support of WSU students, faculty, and research.

cougsgive.wsu.edu

#CougGive
Dear Francesco,

Last fall, my friend Lee Kalcits and I went exploring in the apple orchards of Wenatchee. The apples were ripe and the leaves were changing from green to gold. We plucked a few leaves and took them back to his lab. “You know, if you take a stem, pull away all the mature leaves, and slice it from the top down, you can look at it under the microscope,” said Kalcits, a scientist at Washington State University in Wenatchee who studies all kinds of trees.

He slid a tiny piece of the stem under his microscope and took a closer look. “What it looks like is these tiny, moon-shaped leaves,” he said. “They get smaller and smaller until you get this dome-shaped structure and that’s the meristem.”

The meristem is the part of a plant where leaves begin to form, he explained. It contains a bunch of building blocks, or cells. In a way, these cells are a lot like the ones animals have. Some of our cells will form into parts like our liver and muscles. Others will form into nerves and blood.

The meristem is a growing point for other plant parts like buds and flowers, as well as leaves, Kalcits said. “While the meristem tells leaves to grow, sometimes trees get a signal to stop growing, too. As the days get shorter and colder, some trees’ cells will start to act like scissors. They start ‘snipping’ the leaves. The leaves fall and the tree gets ready to hibernate to survive the cold winters.”

The meristem will also send a signal to the tree to form a small bumpy bud. A layer of scales will form around the bud to help protect it from the cold. “Within that bud will be all the leaves and flowers ready for the next year,” Kalcits explained.

In spring, as the weather warms up, new life emerges. Tiny green leaves start to sprout from the buds. While the answer to your question can most often be traced back to the meristem, some leaves form in more unusual ways. Some plants can use their leaves to clone themselves. If just one leaf drops, a whole new plant will grow from it. In another example, leaves of pea plants can form into tendrils: curly leaves that start climbing and grabbing onto things. Other plants will grow thorns and stickers in place of their leaves to protect them from animals. Some leaves will even grow their own leaves. These are called leaflets.

Leaves are important because they help plants turn sunlight into their own food. The process helps the plants survive, which is good for other living things, too. For one, plants give us food, like the apples I picked after I left Kalcits’ lab. Of course, leaves also help give us the air we need to breathe. Without them, life on Earth wouldn’t exist as we know it.

Sincerely,

DR. UNIVERSE

ASK DR. UNIVERSE

HOW DO LEAVES MAKE THEMSELVES?
–Francesco R.